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Introduction

Introduction

We are privileged and proud to be presenting this
document with an array of learnings, examples and
ideas. We have created this document as a case
example of collaboration and can be used as a tool
for other organisations, community workers and
committed supporters of young parents to take
advantage of. For more than two years, we worked
hard - behind closed doors and in our community planning, creating, developing and delivering our
collaborated programme. We have started with this
amazing pilot programme and hope to continue on
our mentoring venture in the near future.

Mentor and Young Mum at
the matching event.

The original question that sparked this whole programme came from young
parents themselves. The question was - “Could we meet some parents that
have been where we are?” It came from the young mums of Te Waipuna
Puawai and what they wanted was a reasonable request - role models.

Within this document you will find that we have endeavoured to ensure our information is as
community-worker friendly as possible - key messages, our own examples and checklists are scattered
through out the sections to enrich the programme detail, research and evaluation.
To start with, we have In Other Words - a summary of the
document that shows in 4 pages a real quick overview for those that
simply don’t have time to read cover to cover. It briefly covers
what we did, how we did it and if it worked - mainly focusing on
results from the evaluation. Then, we move onto Plan of Attack how we did what we did and why we planned to do it. Planning was
key to pulling this programme off, especially because there were so
many stakeholders involved. Moving right along, we get into the nitty-

Mentor with a
collaboration partner at
the matching event

gritty with Down Low on the Evaluation - all of the ins and outs of
the evaluation design, aims, objectives and style. Then, we come to
What we Found Out - our largest and most revealing section, which
has a variety of findings that detail key answers to the evaluation
questions and answers the burning question - did the programme work!?
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After all of our findings are laid bare, we reveal From here on... - which details what the evaluation
recommends for the future and where we’d like to head next. And finally, What Others Say because what research or evaluation would be complete without knowing how we compare against
what other people have done or researched on mentoring. But before we get into any of that, lets
begin with a description of what our pilot programme was.

Project Description of The Young Parents Mentoring Programme

The Young Parents Mentoring Programme began as one-on-one mentoring, set up by three community
organisations - each experts within the fields of mentoring, young parents and community support.
The programme however split between individual and group mentoring as a reaction to needs that
arose whilst conducting the pilot programme.
Individual Mentoring
The individual mentoring programme was established to mentor 10 to 12 young parents – both
mothers and fathers under the age of 19 years from the East Auckland community. These young
parents were matched with mentors who were parents themselves, and where possible were young
parents earlier on in their life. Over 12 months the mentor and mentee were to meet fortnightly.
Group Mentoring
The Young Dads Group was established after the need was realised for group mentoring to occur for
the fathers of the programme. The intent of the group was to mentor 10 to 15 young dads under
the age of 24 years from the wider Auckland community in response to their need to be connected
with each
other through less formal engagement.
These young dads were to be mentored as a group
by four trained mentors, three who were parents
themselves, and two were young parents earlier on in
their life. Over 12 months the mentors and mentees
were to meet once or twice a month. In addition
to the Young Parent Mentoring Programme objectives
(see page 20-21), The Young Dads Group also aimed
to provide mentees with key messages about healthy
life choices that promote positive parenting and ensure
they and their children are supported and safe.

Young mum and her baby
with a mentor at the
matching event
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Stakeholders
The key programme stakeholders consists of t h r e e
N o n - G o v e r n m e n t O r g a n i s a t i o n s ( N G O ’ s ) - Te
Waipuna Puawai Mercy Oasis, Brothers in Arms, and
The Auckland Women’s Centre - all of whom are
based in Auckland and have a vested interest in young
people or teen parents and the specific community
the programme was based in. Alongside these
organisations, are the mentors and mentees
participating in the programmes.
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In Other Words..
Within this section, a brief overview of the the whole document is given - for those that don’t have time to
read through all of the pages, and for those who want to know which part is the most relevant for them to
look at.

Plan of Attack

Te Waipuna Puawai called Auckland Womens Centre and Brothers in Arms together to create a
response to the need of the young parents they had connected with in 2008. This need was for the
young parents to have ongoing mentoring support from older parents. And thus was the beginning of
the collaboration to create The Young Parent Mentoring Programme. The broad aim of the
programme was to increase young parents’ social connection and self confidence by encouraging

parents’ parenting confidence
To support young parents’

future goals
• To provide emotional support
A programme logic model was created
with this aim and objectives at the
top as the overall focus. The core
vehicle to achieve these objectives
would be one-on-one mentoring. As
the programme continued, there was a
realisation that the young dads needed

Actions

•

Collaboration
partners
share skills
and expertise

Good
matching
of
mentors
and
mentees

Collaborative
approach to
mentoring
young parents

Short
Term
Outcomes

Mentors
Mentors
aware of understand
expectation their role

Vetting
and
training
of
mentors
Source
funding

Recruitment
of mentors
and mentees

Create a well implemented young parent
mentoring programme

~Phase Three~

Mentoring in Action

Mentors build a
relationship with mentees

Through out the programme - Evaluate and Reflect

Medium
Term
Outcomes

Better
parenting
skills and
confidence

Increased
mentee
confidence
and self
esteem by
providing
emotional
support

Training and Develop

•

community connection (and
thus reduce social isolation)
To foster and build young

Better
support for
young parents
including
future goals

~Phase Three~

To increase the young parent’s

Better
connected
young parents
by reducing
social
isolations

~ Phase Two ~

•

Term
Outcomes

~ Phase One ~

were;

Increase young parents' social
connectedness and self confidence by
encouraging them to become involved in their
local community thus creating healthy and
Long
well connected young parents

Objectives

How the programme intended to
complete this was through matching
young parents with older parents who
would become their mentors over a
duration of 12 months.
The objectives of the programme

Aim

them to become involved in their local community.
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something different to one-on-one mentoring. Reacting to this alternative need, the Young Dads
Group was thus created; a group mentoring section within the Young Parent Mentoring Programme.
One further additional objective was incorporated within the Young Dads Group;
• To provide mentees with key messages about healthy life choices that promote positive
parenting and ensure they and their children are supported and safe
The Young Parent Mentoring Pilot Programme was created and delivered in the years of 2009 and
2010, with the one-on-one mentoring completing in July 2010 and the group mentoring completing in
December 2010 - both types of intervention spanning over at least 12 months.

Evaluation

The collaboration partners decided early on that it was important to incorporate an evaluation
process through out the programme. Within the programme logic model, different phases were
identified, with Phase Three encompassing Evaluation and

Young mum, her children and a
collaboration partner at a planning hui

Reflection through out the whole programme. the SHORE
and Whariki Research Centre was contracted by the
collaboration partners (Brothers in Arms, Auckland Womens
Centre and Te Waipuna Puawai) to undertake an independent
evaluation between the months of July 2009 and August
2010. That evaluation report is now incorporated into this
document and covers the formative, process and outcome
evaluation of the Young Parents Mentoring Programme and
an additional section covering the process evaluation of the
Young Dads Group mentoring.

The broad aim of the evaluation was to assess the quality of the Young Parents Mentoring
Programme overall and in addition, the quality of the Young Dads Group mentoring. This included
to what extent the short and medium-term outcomes of the p r o g r a m m e were achieved.
Additional aims were to improve the programme through regular feedback of evaluation information.

What we Found Out. .

The evaluation answered 6 questions pertaining to its objectives;

1.
Is the Young Parents Mentoring Programme of high quality and evidence-based?
Yes! The programme is based on best practice in mentoring and is consistent with the evidence presented
in the literature reviewed for this evaluation. The programme was established and implemented as a
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successful collaboration partnership with three organisations offering expertise in mentoring (Brothers in
Arms), teen parents (Te Waipuna Puawai and the Auckland Women’s Centre) and knowledge of local
geographical area (Te Waipuna Puawai).
2. & 3. How well implemented is the programme and
what is helping or hindering its implementation? How can
the programme be improved?
The quality of the design and implementation of the
programme is rated as very good. The programme was
effective in engaging with the local community to
locate suitable mentors. As a result of promoting the
programme in the local courier, more than 20
community members expressed interest in becoming
mentors. An introductory evening was held for volunteers
and training and supervision sessions were held throughout.

Collaboration partners and young
parents at a planning hui

4.
To what extent have the short-term outcomes of the programme been achieved?
There is evidence that all of the short-term outcomes were achieved. The collaboration partnership was
established and the partners worked together to plan and implement the mentoring programme. Mentors
and mentees were recruited and matched. The mentors were vetted and trained and funding was sourced
and secured for the programme. Of the ten mentor-mentee relationships; three were highly successful in
maintaining relationships with each other throughout the project while five relationships were moderately
successful. The reasons for successful relationships related to the persistence of the mentor, the early
connection the mentor and mentee experienced, the mentor being able to simply ‘be’ with the mentee in
their own environment and the mentee feeling like the mentor had something to offer. Reasons for less
or unsuccessful relationships in the programme were that the mentee was disconnected or transient, no
known address after moving, the mentee decided not to have a mentor anymore, the mentor was unable
to connect with her mentee on a regular basis and the mentee moved to another part of the city. The
outcomes achieved were rated as good. All of the short-term outcomes were achieved as well as some
medium-term outcomes as well as there being three highly successful and five moderately successful
mentor-mentee relationships after 12 months of interaction.
5.
To what extent has the collaboration partnership benefitted the programme?
The programme quality has clearly benefitted from the collaboration partnership between the three
organisations. The model of collaboration is based on a shared vision to support young parents to
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feel connected with the local community, to normalise accessing support and to increase their
confidence to develop secure loving relationships with their children. The representatives from the
three organisations drew on their collective expertise and had a shared responsibility for the publicity,
recruitment, training, programme development and administration. The main challenge for the
programme was attendance at supervision sessions and at mentor-mentee events. The collaboration
partners also identified time and the coordination of events as challenges. Possible solutions discussed
were to employ someone as the support person for the mentoring programme that could take
responsibility for coordination and ongoing connection with matches to promote events. All of these
findings are promising. The collaboration partnership is based on a solid foundation of respect, trust,
friendship and different strengths and expertise. With a limited budget and generous commitment of
time, the programme was sustained for over 12 months. The mentor-mentee relationships that were
established and maintained enabled young parents to feel connected and supported.
6.
What is the quality of the Young Dads
Group activities and events?
There is good evidence that the Young Dads
Group was well implemented. Vital to the
successful implementation of these events has
been the passion, commitment and excellent
working relationships between the group
coordinator and the mentors, with the support

The Young Dads Group at a YDG event
- Warriors Game

of the collaboration partners. Much care and
diligence has been taken by the group
coordinator and mentors to ensure that the
needs of the young dads and children have
been catered for and that events provided
have been both enjoyable and useful. Of
particular note were the number of innovations

that the group developed including the group mentoring approach (rather than one-on-one); handson learning sessions that made excellent use of the physical environment (e.g. water safety); learning
incentives (e.g. in order for young dads to attend the Warriors event they had to fill out
questionnaires that tested their retention of water safety knowledge); and debriefing sessions that
gave the young dads opportunities to provide feedback on the group and share any ideas for future
events and directions.
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From Here on..

The Young Parent Mentoring Programme was well-implemented and early successes indicate that the
programme has provided opportunities for the establishment of mentor-mentee relationships. Young
parents have become more socially connected through those relationships, therefore the evaluation
recommends that the collaboration partners continue to run the programme and to alter it by;
•

More time spent on the induction of mentees into the one-on-one mentoring programme to
ensure they are better informed of the purpose and what to expect from a mentoring
relationships

•

Expand the mentor support to encourage further opportunities for them to connect with each
other informally

•

Explore ways to enable greater participation of mentors in supervision sessions as these were
valuable for those attending

•

The collaboration partners continue to work together to further develop mentoring
opportunities for teen parents
The Young Dads Group continue to take a pragmatic and organic approach to delivering and
deciding learning outcomes but also to look at balancing this with a more structured and
planned approach where key information for young dads and their children (in particular
safety information) is decided, clearly stated and documented.

•

•

Relevant resources (e.g. brochures and handouts) that help reiterate key information and
enhance key learning outcomes are provided

•

The Young Dads Group commission an outcome
evaluation

What Others Say

The SHORE evaluators conducted a literature review of relevant
research that has been completed on mentoring. This has given
us a grounding within research and has helped us understand
what high quality mentoring looks like. It is important to learn
what others say and compare their information with what has
been achieved in programmes to help understand what has been
done well and what could be done better. The different parts
of information that has been explained here are; what is
mentoring, the effectivenes of mentoring programmes and
practices, mentor training and support, mentor-mentee matching,
effective mentors and finally group mentoring.
Young Mum with her child
at a mentoring event in GI
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Background

In 2008 Te Waipuna Puawai developed a Young Mothers Support Group Programme - supporting the
young mothers in local community. As a part of this programme, evaluation was carried out to
determine that the needs of the young mothers and the objectives of the programme were being met.
The needs of the young mothers were high and evaluation findings indicated that the project was
successful to meet these needs. The Young Mothers Support Group is now an established programme.
There was one need however that was not met throughout 2008, and that was the desire from the
young mothers and their partners for ongoing mentoring support from older parents. This desire was
acknowledged and responded to by the Programme Coordinator who connected with The Auckland
Women’s Centre (AWC) and Brothers in Arms (BIA) to discuss the possibility of working together
to deliver a y o u n g p a r e n t s mentoring programme. Each organisation brings unique skills,
knowledge and expertise to meeting the mentoring needs of young parents.

The Col l a borat i o n

The collaboration partners1 agreed to use the
tools from T h e TIES Team - “Tamaki Inclusive
Engagement Strategy” (TIES T e a m , 2 0 1 0 ) to
guide the way in which they worked together for
the duration of the mentoring project2. The TIES
Engagement Strategy is also based on the
geographical location of East Auckland - of
which the Young Parents Mentoring Programme
was to be placed. With TIES as a guide and the
three organisations’ commitment to create the
programme together, the Young Parent Mentoring
Programme was established and funding was
secured for the programme and its evaluation.
Each of the organisations brought with them
unique expertise in their own right. The
personalities of the people within each
organisation added their own skills to this

What we think is needed to
create a Great Collaboration...
Expertise on the skills utilised
!

(mentoring for us)
Knowledge on the key participants

!

(young parents for us)
True Connections to the area

!

(Tamaki community for us)
People who can do group work

!

(training for us)
People who can do paper work

!

(funding & reports for us)
People who take it to the next level

!

(social work for us)
People who inspire & lead

!

(mentor connection for us)
Everyone is dedicated

!

(team work & perseverance for us)
Everyone can laugh

!

(relating & stress release for us)

1 The collaboration partners refer to Auckland Womens Centre, Brothers In Arms and Te Waipuna Puawai.
2 The TIES – Tamaki Inclusive Engagement Strategy offers tools that can be used by community organisations to foster collaboration and to establish ways of
working with each other which are: A principle-based approach (transformational leadership, respectful relationship, active and inclusive participation, hopeful
optimism and learn as we go), Tamaki WOW – Ways of Working together and Tamaki Community Protocols for leadership (TIES Team, 2010).
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collection of knowledge. We were fortunate to have people who dreamed big, people whose feet
were firmly on the ground, people who could stand in front of a crowd and people who could whip
up a meal. People with the gift to promote and people who could keep going and going. it was so
important to have this variety of talents and expertise.

Pl a nni n g The Programme

The next step for the collaboration partners was to plan the programme. How could we meet this
request to have older role models present in the young parents lives? How could we create the
opportunity for these young parents to learn, gain knowledge, care and support from older parents when
they don’t even know each other?! It seemed like a mammoth task, and one we did not even know we
could achieve - we didn’t even know if we had older parents that would be prepared to take on such a
commitment. So, we asked. In January 2009, East and Bays Courier agreed to run an article on what the
programme was about and how we were looking for older parents (hopefully who also had become
parents when they were teens). The response? It blew us away. We had no idea that we would get
more than 20 community members responding to the call and agreeing to partake in some training with
Brothers In Arms around what it means to be a mentor. With this encouragement, we pushed forward full steam ahead! One of the first plans we created were ‘The Three Phases of The Young Parent
Mentoring Programme’.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Phase One - Training and Development.

Create a basis for our collaboration - how we want to work with each other,
with TIES as our guide.
Source funding that will provide the programme with at least the bare minimum.
Recruit Mentors and Mentees from the East Auckland community.
Organise Vetting and Training of the mentors in a series of night workshops and interviews.

Phase Two - Mentoring In Action.

Connect the Mentors and Mentees with each other through a matching event and provide
opportunities for the matches to connect at mentoring events through out the 12 months.
Ensure Supervision and support is available for mentors.

Phase Three - Evaluation and Reflection

Maintain ongoing Reflection and Evaluation right from the beginning - keeping to regular meetings
between collaboration partners, connect with a reputable evaluation organisation to conduct an
independent evaluation and provide feedback through out the pilot programme.
React to needs that arise as and when they happen and adapt the programme as appropriate.
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Change of Plan!

As a part of that reflection, the collaboration partners encountered one major alteration that resulted
in a sideways step for the plan. The individual mentoring between the young dads and their mentors
quite simply, wasn’t working. As one mentor stated - ‘What. Are we meant to sit down and have cups
of tea or something together? That’s just not me!’ The young dads weren’t connecting with the
programme - we needed to act, and act fast. Additional funding was secured to create an alternative
element of the programme, implement this new element and evaluate it. Thus was the creation of The
Young Dads Group.

Young Dads at a YDG event
- Warriors Game
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Figure 1: Young Parent Mentoring Programme Logic Model combined with The Three Phases.
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Figure 2: The Young Dads Group Logic Model.
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Down Low on the Evaluation
It’s becoming more and more common that if evaluation is conducted within a programme, it brings
accountability to the work that has been completed (Silverstein & Maher, 2008, Smyth & Schorr,
2009). The collaboration partners were aware of this, however they wanted to include evaluation in
the programme and to take an active and participating part in the evaluation to benefit the
programme itself (Adams, Dominelli & Payne, 1998). They included the evaluators in every step along
the way - as the programme developed, the evaluators were able to observe and provide
information to alter and adapt the programme. The evaluators recorded their observations and
compared results according to research on mentoring and other mentoring programmes. Evaluation
can take many forms, and because of this, it’s important to be clear of the role of evaluation
from the very beginning.
For this programme, the evaluation was divided into two areas. The first area evaluated the
programme overall. Within this overall evaluation, a process and outcome evaluation was conducted.
The second area evaluated purely The Young Dads Group. Within The Young Dads Group, only a
process evaluation was completed. This was because at the time of evaluation, The Young Dads Group
was not complete. The Young Dads Group started six months later than the individual mentoring, and
so it finished six months later as well. The SHORE and Whariki Research Centre for Social and Health
Outcomes Research and Evaluation was contracted by The collaboration partners to undertake the
evaluation between July 2009 and August 2010.

Evaluation Plan - Aim, Objectives, and Questions..

AIM
The broad aim of the evaluation was to assess the quality of the varying parts the mentoring
programme and how well the short and medium-term outcomes of the programme were achieved.
OBJECTIVES
The evaluation objectives were;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To support the development, design and implementation of the mentoring programme
through the identification of relevant research and effective and/or promising practice.
To communicate evaluation findings regularly to improve programme implementation.
To support the effective documentation of project implementation.
To identify and develop appropriate monitoring tools and processes.
To examine how well The Young Parents Mentoring Programme has been implemented.
To assess the quality of The Young Parents Mentoring Programme.
To assess the extent to which identified short-term outcomes have been achieved.
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS
The following broad evaluation questions were identified to focus on;
1. Is The Young Parents Mentoring Programme of high quality and evidence - based?
2. How well implemented is the programme?
3. What is helping or hindering the implementation of the programme and how can the project
be improved?
4. To what extent have the short term outcomes of the programme been achieved?
5. To what extent has the collaboration partnership benefitted the programme?
The Young Dad’s Group included an additional evaluation question;
6. What is the quality of The Young Dads Group activities and events?
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implementation
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Evaluation Design

The evaluation comprised of a case study design (a detailed, in-depth description and analysis of the
project drawing on multiple sources of evidence) with measures of aspects such as quality of process
and outcomes (DePoy & Gitlin, 1994). The evaluation used a combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods. Data collected for the formative evaluation has been used to inform future developments.
It also informed the process evaluation in order to make judgements about quality. The evaluation
also identified to what extent short and medium-term outcomes occurred that could be linked to the
project.
The evaluation approach is theory-based, participatory with a strong utilisation focus. The programme
theory (how the programme is expected to achieve the desired outcomes), is depicted in the two
charts that are shown in Plan of Attack. Figure one is a combination of The Logic Model for the
Young Parent Mentoring Programme and the three phases that the collaboration partners identified in
their planning. Figure two is The Young Dad’s Group Logic Model. The programme logic model has been
the main focus of the

evaluation and how the evaluation aim, objectives, and key questions were

created.
PARTICIPATORY EVALUATION

Participatory evaluation is all about active collaboration with the stakeholders - in the design,
implementation and even interpretation of the evaluation (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998). The usefulness
of any evaluation depends on how the stakeholders interact through out the evaluation
process and how they utilize the evaluation findings and recommendations (Patton, 1997). With this
evaluation, the evaluators and the key stakeholders worked closely to develop the two logic models
together. They also participated in joint feedback sessions at different times during the programme.
The evaluators attended key programme events and therefore information was shared throughout the
project.

Evaluation Method

It was decided that the evaluation needed to be very practical and useful and yet also able to be
carried out with limited resources, particularly time. This led to a strong focus on seeking the answers
to the evaluation questions through Formative, Process and Outcome evaluation techniques.
FORMATIVE EVALUATION
As part of the formative evaluation the evaluators worked alongside the collaboration partners to
clarify two things - 1/. What outcomes the collaboration partners are hoping to achieve and 2/. To
identifying areas where further learnings is required for improvement.
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The formative evaluation activities included:

•

Reviewing documents and reports relating to the Young Parents Mentoring Programme, along
with any other relevant literature.
Development of simple feedback methods

•

Assisting and participating in planning processes to develop an understanding of the project’s

•

development. This involved:
o Developing logic models, project outcomes and supporting programme processes.
o Reviewing and checking programme materials/resources against research base.
o Developing participant feedback methods in consultation with programme developers.
o

Attending matching meetings – mentors and mentees and providing ongoing
feedback.

The way the evaluators collected this information was through: document review, meetings with
project staff, and observations.
PROCESS EVALUATION
The process evaluation focused on the actions that happened through out the programme. The
evaluators collected data and documented the activities that were implemented so that they could
assess the quality of the project. This also included factors that helped or hindered the quality and
effectiveness of the programme so that the collaboration partners could make improvements in
their planning!
The process evaluation activities included:
•

Working with collaboration partners to ensure that the programme activities were well
documented.

•

Identifying any improvements that needed to be made to help reach the outcomes.

•

Assessing the quality of the activities.
Assessing how satisfied the young parents and mentors were with the relevance,
appropriateness and usefulness of the programme.

•

The way the evaluators collected this information was through: group feedback, key informant
interviews, document review, observations, and meetings.
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OUTCOME EVALUATION
The outcome evaluation is all about the end results of the programme - both what the collaboration
partners wanted and planned to come out of the programme and also what they didn’t realise would
happen. The logic models (See page 17 and 18) show the intended outcomes (short, intermediate and
long-term).
The outcome evaluation activities included:
•

Describing the progress towards and achievement of short-term outcomes.
Feedback from mentees to identify any changes that may have occurred as a result of their
participation in the programme.

•

Café conversations with mentors and mentees to determine the success of the project.

•

The way the evaluators collected this information was through: feedback surveys, group feedback, key
informant interviews, document review, observations, and meetings.

Formative Evaluation

Participatory
Design

Process Evaluation

Research
Comparison

Outcome Evaluation
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The findings presented below provide answers to the evaluation questions asked of The Young
Parents Mentoring Programme.

Is the Young Parents Mentoring Programme of high quality & evidence-based?
Yes! This programme is based on best practice in mentoring and is consistent with the evidence
presented in the literature reviewed for this project. The project was established and implemented as
a collaboration partnership with three organisations offering expertise in mentoring (Brothers in
Arms), teen parents (Te Waipuna Puawai and the Auckland Women’s Centre) and the geographical
area (Te Waipuna Puawai).

What we did...

What research states... Checklists...

The programme met all of these needs,
To achieve positive outcomes in mentoring, you
training with expectations of mentors
need; training, structured activities,
and structured family activities were
expectations of commitment, support
provided, support was offered on an
mechanisms, have family connections, be holistic
ongoing basis the partners ensured
in approach, and monitoring of the programmes
ongoing monitoring of the programme.
implementation.
(See ‘what we found out’ - Pg 28-30)
The programme aimed to be as youth
focused and adaptable as possible. The
partners made a conscious effort to
align with the community through
T.I.E.S. and provide a holistic approach.

(See ‘what others say’ - Pg 55)
When creating the programme, research
recommends; to be youth focused,
incorporating youth in all aspects of
development, be holistic in connecting with
youth and community minded.

(See ‘plan of attack’ - Pg 14-15 and
also see ‘what we found out’ - Pg 27)

(See ‘what others say’ - Pg 55)

Guided by the programme logic model,
the 3 phases of the programme
provided the needs of the mentors vetting, training and support.

Mentors need; appropriate screening and
vetting, orientation and training, ongoing
support and supervision.

(See ‘plan of attack’ - Pg 15-18)
Our most successful mentors displayed
several traits that relay what made
them so effective - persistence,
connections, just ‘being’, similarities,
timing, non-judging, personal - to name
a few.

(See ‘what others say’ - Pg 56)

The most effective mentors; have commitment,
are reliable, persistent, persevere, maintain
equality with mentee, connect with mentee
family and use super vision and support.
(See ‘what others say’ - Pg 57)

(See ‘what we found out’ - Pg 31-35)

Training for mentors
Structured Activities
Commitment levels
Support structure
Family included
Holistic approach
Ongoing monitoring

Youth Focused
Youth Developed
Holistic approach
Community minded

Screening
Vetting
Orientation
Training
Support
Supervision
Effective Mentors...
Strong commitment
Persistence
Perseverance
Equality with mentee
Connect with family
Use supervision
Use support
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How well implemented is the programme?
What is helping or hindering its implementation?
How can the programme be improved?
ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY
In January 2009, the collaboration partners began the
process of engaging with young parents and possible
mentors to assess whether there was support for the
Young Parent Mentoring Programme. Responses were very
positive. Young mothers from Te Waipuna Puawai Young
Parent Support Group pilot evaluation had indicated they
wanted positive role models and were interested in having
mentors. Young parents involved with the Auckland
Women’s Centre were also keen to have mentors.
The programme was also promoted in the East and
Bays Courier as a front page article to see if there was
any interest from the community to become mentors.
The article was so popular it was re-printed in the
North Shore Times, Howick and Eastern Courier and a local

Collaboration Member with a
Mentee and her baby in a
newspaper article

Tongan newspaper. As a result of reading the article, more
than 20 community members expressed their interest in becoming mentors.
“I am very interested to know more about this programme and its ‘buddy’ system. I think
it is a great idea and wish I had something similar when I had my first child”.
(potential mentor, 20 yrs and mum of 2)
“I was a young mum at 15 years old…I am so pleased that there is help for young
parents. I always wondered if there was something that young parents could go to
and feel accepted and receive the help they need without feeling judged or ridiculed because
of their age…there [were] still things we were struggling with that family wouldn’t
understand…I would be very interested in helping young people that are experiencing the
same things we went through by being a mentor“.
(potential mentor, 23 yrs and mum of 2).
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Community engagement was well implemented by the programme. This was aided by the involvement
of Te Waipuna Puawai - a long standing NGO in the community, and by the commitment of the
collaboration partners to utilise the TIES tools which were created by community workers in the
community (TIES Team, 2010).
“For us, TIES is about involving Tamaki communities in any
changes that will affect their lives... TIES is about bringing people
together and making things work for our community.”
Excerpt from ‘Creating TIES that strengthen’ (Pg 23, TIES Team, 2010)

THE INTRODUCTION EVENING AND TRAINING PROGRAMME
Two evening training sessions were held for volunteers in 2009. The introductory session involved 25
community members interested in the mentoring programme. The session focused on the purpose of
the Young Parent Mentoring Programme, what is mentoring and what does mentoring look like as
well as providing the opportunity for community members to introduce themselves and provide
reasons for their interest in becoming mentors. The second session was the start of mentor training
which covered: models of mentoring, uniqueness of being a young parent; self concept; resiliency;
and the opportunity for the trainee mentors to hear the experiences of mentors. The next two
training sessions covered communication, dealing with conflict, parenting concepts and a young woman
sharing her experience of being mentored. Those who attended the training were enthusiastic and
committed to participating in the pilot programme.
Said one young couple training to be mentors:
“We really enjoyed the evening and came
away with a positive outlook on how to
support teen parents – it was a real eye
opener to see what is out there.”
(Young Couple parenting four children).
The training evenings ended in April, and Phase one
ended in May with a vetting and interview process
for all mentors who completed the training. The
matching process was conducted in June 2009.

The Checklist
for Training...
Purpose of the programme
What is mentoring
What does mentoring look like
Meet each other
Models of mentoring
Young parent info
Resiliency
Hearing from experience
Communication
Dealing with conflict
Parenting concepts
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The mentors were offered the opportunity to attend regular supervision sessions through out Phase
two of the programme. While attendance was not high, the mentors that did attend appreciated the
opportunity to share their experiences and seek advice for resolving any issues or concerns.
During the programme there were several
opportunities for mentors and mentees to socialise.
One example of that was a Whanau Day that was
held at Te Waipuna Puawai. The collaboration
partners provided food, games and a bouncy castle
for the children. Unfortunately attendance at this
event was very low.

The gigs that the Young Parent
Mentoring Programme put on...
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞

Matching Meeting
Whanau Day
BIA Beach Day
The Pool Party
The Graduation

Part of the reason for this, was because of miscommunication between the collaboration partners
and the mentors on who was to promote the
events to the mentees. The year ended with a
graduation ceremony to celebrate a year of
mentor-mentee relationships. The attendance at this
event was high - with over 70% of mentees
attending, which demonstrated the belief that the
mentors and mentees viewed their relationships as
being successful.

Timeframes of the
Programme..
•

2008 until May 2009
o Phase one and three in progress
o April 2009
 Training ends!
o May 2009
 Vetting and Interviews
 Phase one ends!

•

June 2009 - June 2010
o Matching up!
o Phase t wo begins!
 Super vision
 Mentoring Events
 Matching meetings

•

June 2010
o Graduation of individual
matches!

•

July 2010 - December 2010
o Continuation of
Group Mentoring
o Phase three continues!

•

December 2010
o Pilot for Group Mentoring ends!
o Phase three is completed!
2011
o Development of “From Bottom
Up” - a guide to mentoring young
parents.

•
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Phase
THree

Aim

To what extent have the short term outcomes of the programme been achieved?
Increase Young Parents' Social
Connection and self confidence by
encouraging them to become involved
in their local community Thus creating
Healthy and well connected
young parents

Evaluate
and Reflect

Objectives

There is evidence that all of the short-term outcomes were achieved. The collaboration
Long
Term
partnership was established and the partners worked
together to Better
plan and Increased
implement theOutcomes
Better
Connected
Mentee
Support
Better
young
confidence
young
programme. Mentors and mentees were recruited, Parents
mentors
were
vettedforand
trained
, and finally
Parenting
by
and self
parents
Skills and
reducing
esteem by
including
confidence
social
providing
funding was sourced and secured for the project.
In relation
to the future
medium-term
outcomes,
isolations
emotional
goals

support

these were either partially achieved or achieved.

Phase
Two

Mentoring
In Action

Our Checklist for achieving
our Outcomes...

MENTOR AND MENTEE MATCHING

Collaborative
Partners
Share skills
and expertise

Actions

Short Term
Collaboration Partnership
Funding sourced
Participants recruited
Vetting and Training
Medium Term
Sharing skills in collaboration
Match up of mentor partnerships
Mentors expectation
Mentors understanding
Building relationships!

Mentors build a relationship with mentees

Collaborative
approach to
mentoring
young parents

Good
Matching
of
mentors
and
mentees

Medium
Term
Outcomes
Mentors
aware of
expectation

Vetting
and
training
of
mentors

Mentors
Understand
their role

Phase
One
Training
and
Develop

Recruitment
of mentors
and
mentees

Source
Funding

Short
Term
Outcomes

Create a Well implemented young parent
mentoring programme

The process of matching mentors and mentees was conducted by the collaboration partners and
involved examining the characteristics and personalities of the mentors and deciding the most
appropriate match of mentee to each mentor. For example, there was a couple (teen
parents) who were matched with a couple (mentors). A matching event was held at the Glen
Innes Community Centre to enable the mentors and mentees to connect with each other and
their families informally. Lunch and activities for the children were provided. The event was
well organised and although there was some discomfort due to not knowing each other the
event was successful in introducing the mentors and mentees. It is clear that the mentees were
unsure at the start about the mentoring programme, the purpose of mentoring and what they
could expect from being a mentee.
Said one mentee:
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“I never really knew what it was all about.
I was just told that I could have a mentor
and it sort of happened.”
MENTORS’ AWARENESS OF ROLE AND PROGRAMME
EXPECTATION
Most mentors were clear about their roles; however,
several commented that they would have liked more
regular opportunities to meet as mentors to hear how
they were managing the relationship with their mentee.
Said one mentor:
“For me this was the first time I have
actually had a chance to hear from how
other mentors have been going as well so it
has kind of been up in the air – it is my fault
because I haven’t been able to come to a few
of the other things – I think being able to
meet up informally with mentors would be
good.”

What made our mentoring
relationships successful...
Persistence of mentor
Early connection
‘be’ with the mentee
Have something to offer
Time appropriate meeting
Being Similar

Mentor with her child and young mum
at a mentoring event in GI

In contrast, another mentor considered her needs had been
well met through the programme but thought more might
be needed to keep other mentors engaged.
“I think the communication and regular contact
from the programme has been really good. I
just wonder about the other mentors – that
might be because I respond really well to
communication but maybe more is needed for
other mentors to stay in touch and keep
people motivated.”

Non-Judgemental
Share Personal Stories
Be proactive
Connecting with Families
Be Enthusiastic
Value the programme
Perseverance

MENTORS BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH MENTEES
When looking at how successful the mentoring
relationships were, we discussed with the mentors about
what they felt was successful and then looked at what
research tells us about what makes effective mentors
(Network Training and Research Group, 1996; Sipe, 1996;
Morrow & Styles, 1995). Of the ten mentor-mentee
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relationships, three were highly successful in
maintaining relationships with each other
throughout the project. The reasons for
these highly successful relationships related
to the persistence of the mentor, the early
connection the mentor and mentee
experienced, the mentor being able to simply
‘ be ’

with

the mentee in their own

environment and the mentee feeling like the
mentor had something to offer. Five other
mentor-mentee relationships were
moderately successful displaying one or more
of these actions.

Young dads at a planning hui

One mentor talked of going out with her mentee during the week so that the mentee had the
opportunity to leave the house and provide her child with more stimulation.
“We went to Chipmunks, she had never been to Chipmunks before, she loved that, we have
been twice and I was going to say her son was first playing close to us and then he went
far…she was like oh look at him he is actually exploring and going away from me and
doing something.”
The mentor enjoyed the fact that her mentee was from a different background. She did however
point out that there were advantages and disadvantages of being so close to her mentee in
age. The advantages were that the mentor felt she could understand her mentee and relate to
her situation. The disadvantage was that the mentor felt she was
struggling with the similar issues to her mentee.
“I think that being so close to her in age has actually got
benefits and disadvantages because though I can kind of
understand where she is coming from and understand her and
I think she values my opinion in kind of being young I think I
am kind of going through some of the hard things that she is
going through so it is kind of hard to say “look at me
standing here on the top of the mountain” when I am kind
of still like trudging along there as well. I don’t think I
can provide as much support as I would like to because I
don’t have the resources myself to do that.”
One mentor considered it was important to be non-judgmental and to
offer choices and share stories and this helped to form a better mentormentee relationship.
Young Mums’ child
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“I think you have to offer choices and just keep doing this without judgement and we
know we are happy to do that – continually talking about the different choices and
putting it to her. My approach is always try and be non-judgmental and not patronising
and just offering up the stories. I think that is great – the stories from your own
experiences. You know you can only do so much. At the end of the day the decision is
hers.”
Another formed a very close relationship with her mentee, had introduced her to her family, spent
time at her mentees home and went with her on outings.
“I have been a good friend I hope and I
have introduced her to my wider family. We
have done all sorts of varied things. I took
her to the ASB Polyfest and her prime
motivation was to see hot guys. So I said
‘yes me too’ so off we went. And just
her and I and the babies we just hung out.
There was no structure in our day
whatsoever, we just went dawdling around
the place and watching performances and it
was really cool.”
The mentee was also proactive in seeking help from
her mentor once the relationship was established.
Mentors working away at a planning hui

Said the mentor:

“She [mentee] has been on the phone to me in tears and saying she is tired and struggling
and feeling really stressed out and that is the stuff I am here for so that we can start
looking at some long-term support networks for her but I can also pick up some of the
immediate stuff and say drop everything, come over to my house and just chill out all
day and be in chaos with my family – to be able to offer her that support I hope that
has at least made her feel a little less alone.”
The mentor considered that as the relationship progressed the mentee and her babies had
become an integral part of her family.
“[name], the mentee’s mum, the mentee and her partner, the girls and the mentees younger
brothers …they are part of our day to day life now. I see them all the time, we go
out for lunch, they come over to my house, they come to my family functions, my whole
family know them quite well and are really impressed with them both because of how
amazing they are. My family have wanted to jump on in the support boat so my sister-inlaw who is on parental leave wants to come over [to the mentee’ home] and do some
laundry and dishes and cooking and help her with her studies.”
The mentee was also enthusiastic about her relationship with her mentor and valued having the
opportunity to be involved in the programme.
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“I feel good talking to her [mentor] about my relationship. I text her every week and I
see her every week.”
With the five mentor-mentee relationships t h a t were
moderately successful, the difficulties the mentors
experiences varied depending on their relationships. One
mentor struggled to engage and continue a positive
relationship with her mentee throughout the programme,
however, the mentor persevered and managed to

What made our mentoring
relationships real difficult...
!

! ✘ Mentee disconnected from

have some contact through the year. Said the mentor:
“My relationship with my mentee has been so
up and down. I still have no communication
other than just turning up at [mentees]
house and that is fine but it gets really
frustrating for me to like go there and she is
not there or go there and work out what we
will do…it’s those peaks and troughs man. It is
all good and it’s all…grr. Interviewer: And
you have hung in there with the ups and
downs, you haven’t given up and that is
fantastic. Mentor: Sometimes I felt like giving
up but you have to hang in there.”

✘ Lack of Engagement
!

community and mentor

!

✘ Mentee Transient

!

✘ One of the match moves

!

away

!

✘ Mentee doesn’t want to

!

✘ Mentor inconsistent

!

✘ Meeting times sporadic

!

✘ Change in mentors

Other reasons for less successful relationships were: the mentee was disconnected, transient and
had no known address; the mentee decided she did not want to have a mentor anymore and
therefore avoided contact with her mentor (prior to that the relationship had been working
well); the mentor was involved in shift work and was unable to connect with her mentee as
often as she would have liked; and the mentee moved to another part of Auckland which meant
it was difficult for the mentor to connect with her. The couple who mentored the teen parent
couple found the relationship worked best when both mentors were together with the mentees.
One partner discontinued his role in mentoring the young dad due to other commitments and as a
result the young dad joined the Young Dads Group.

What WE Figured out...
Mentoring relationships are a delicate balancing act bet ween what we figured out works and what
definitely doesn’t. There are a whole lot of ‘maybes’ in the middle, but we know at least this much is
true. So, if we look at mentoring relationships as a scale, swaying it in favour of success can be as easy
as remembering our ‘what made our mentoring relationships successful’ list (on Page 31).
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MEASURING SUCCESS OF OUTCOMES
The outcomes of the programme were clearly identified in the logic models at the creation
stages. When measuring how successful this innovative programme has been, checking the
achievement of those short-term and medium-term outcomes gives us an idea on how
successful the programme has been thus far. All of the short and some of the medium-term
outcomes have been achieved (see page 30). When comparing this programme to literature, there
are strong correlations with best practice in mentoring and what the programme is putting into
action (see the section “What Others Say” from page 52). This is evidenced with three highly
successful mentor-mentee relationships and five moderately successful mentor-mentee relationships
after 12 months of the programme. What makes a successful mentoring relationship has been
identified and those attributes encouraged through out the programme. Identifying how to achieve
positive outcomes and effective mentoring is further explored in “What Others Say” (see page
54-57).
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS:
• Almost all of the short-term outcomes and some medium-term outcomes
have been well achieved.
• Evidence of three highly successful and five moderately successful mentormentee relationships maintained.
• Strong correlations between the programme and best practice according to
research literature on mentoring.
• Positive feedback from mentors, mentees and collaboration partners.
• No seriously negative or unintended outcomes.
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To what extent has the collaboration partnership benefited the programme?
Te Waipuna Puawai, Brothers in Arms and the Auckland Women’s Centre made a commitment to
work in partnership to develop this mentoring programme. The model of collaboration is based on
a shared vision to support young parents to feel connected
with the local community, to normalise accessing support and
to increase their confidence to develop secure loving
relationships with their children. During Phase One: Training
and Development – the three agencies met regularly to

Two Collaboration Partners working
at a mentoring event

build and maintain their partnership. The representatives
from the three agencies identified ways to draw on their
collective expertise and had shared responsibility for the
publicity, recruitment, training, programme development and
administration.

The partners identified the strengths of the group as: working
towards the same goal; being able to draw on a range of
skills; having good working relationships to start with; being
based on mutual respect and professionalism.
“I think the strengths of the group is the people in
the group. So I realise this group is unique and you
can’t necessarily just pick it up and create another
model of this group.” (Interviewee 1)
“We kind of draw on everybody’s skills like personal
skills and as organisations too. So that has worked
really well and the way we work is good role
modelling also for the mentors. You know when we
get together with the mentors they feel comfortable
because they know there is no tensions, there are no
other agendas and that’s a very important ingredient I
think in the success.” (Interviewee 2)

Two Collaboration Partners
at the graduation

“I think we have built it based on our strengths so we haven’t tried to go outside of our
area of expertise or our capacity at times so we’ve been quite generous around
acknowledging that all of us have actually had changes in that 12 months.” (Interviewee
3)
“This is actually a model that could work in our one-on-one mentoring and I kind of
agree with everyone about everyone bringing their skills.” (Interviewee 4)
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There were also challenges for the collaboration partners relating to timeframes and budgeting
for the programme’s activities.

Having
Mutual
Respect
Being
Professional

Working
towards the
same goal

Drawing on a
range of skills

The Collaboration Partners
- Strengths and Challenges
Difficult
Timeframes

Good Working
Relationships

Tight Budget
for budgeting

“I guess just having a clear understanding of the timeframes and things like budget and
those are just kind of little building blocks that would have helped me.” (Interviewee 4)
“We haven’t been quick enough in putting the money for young dads straight over. So that
is something that would be really good because then you can develop a general budget and
play with it if you want to spend a bit more here than there. [name] said it is hard to
even get you to spend money…we need to know how much we’ve got on a weekly
basis.” (Interviewee 3)
One collaboration partner talked of the lack of resources being a challenge, particularly time. She
considered some of the events were very challenging to organise due to lack of clarity as to who
was organising which aspect.
“Working it all together. We organised a couple of events and this person was organising it
and this person was connecting with the mentors and this person was connecting with the
mentees and then we were like so unclear – so there were those times.” (Interviewee 5)
The collaboration partners discussed ways they could address the challenge of coordination of
activities and events such as employing someone to be the key support person for the mentoring
programme or taking on a university student to support the work.
“An example would be if we took on a support person to be the key support person for
the teen parent mentoring programme, they would oversee who is doing what for that
activity and would forward and connect up with each of them and make sure the y got
messages and information.” (Interviewee 5)
“Holding that big picture too – they would know these are the dates, we are not saying
‘oh we’ve got to set another whanau day what shall we do’. They would know there
are kind of four and someone would be holding it.” (Interviewee 2)
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“It couldn’t go within my role, it would have to be allocated hours of time. I think that
is where a lot of organisations fall down – they think make it into that person’s role and
it is added to their role.” (Interviewee 5)
Overall, the collaboration partners saw the challenges more as adjustments that they were able to
make as the programme progressed. Said one interviewee:
“I think we are being reflective practitioners and at certain times we have gone ‘Okay
what does this mean to us?’.” (Interviewee 3)
Another considered that as collaboration partners they were not only reflective but also responsive.
For example, part way through the programme, the partners realised that the needs of young dads
were not being met with one-on-one mentoring. Funding was sourced to establish a young dad’s
group mentoring programme which is described further on in this section in more detail (see pg. 32).
“I was looking at these young dads and thinking about how can we take them and add
value.” (Interviewee 4).
SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAMME:
In summary, the results of The Young Parent Mentoring Programme are promising. The collaboration
partnership was based on a solid foundation of respect, trust, friendship, and different strengths and
expertise. With a limited budget and generous commitment of time the programme was sustained
over a 12 month period. The mentor-mentee relationships that were established and maintained have
enabled young parents to feel connected and supported.
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS:
• Evidence
• Evidence
• Evidence
• Evidence

that the programme design and implementation is of high quality.
of clear processes for establishing mentor-mentee relationships.
of sufficient and appropriate supervision opportunities for mentors.
of effective, respectful collaboration partnership that values the partners’ expertise

and strengths.
“I have really enjoyed the programme. We have met if not every week then every two weeks.
A lot of it is [mentee] keeping me on my toes and she is like ‘hey when am I going to see
you’ and I am like ‘oh tomorrow’ and I am so flattered that she has bothered to keep in
touch. I told a story about when she had her 18th birthday which is a huge deal and she and
her partner invited us out to a birthday party at the pub, which she can now legally go to. Of
course [name] and I were like ‘of course we want to go out and hang out with 18 year olds’
but when we heard how disappointed they were when we said we had another dinner on that
night and so oh bugger it, lets go before dinner, lets go on our way so we did and the look on
their faces when we walked through the pub and they saw us and she said “Here’s my mentor”
to all her friends and then her partner came up and said “I was gutted when you said you
couldn’t come” …it was so cool.”
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What is the quality of the Young Dads Group activities and events?
There is evidence that the Young Dads Group was well implemented. Six events were organised for
the young dads between November 2009 and June 2010. The Young Dads Group officially ends in
December 2010. Events thus far have been included in Table 1.
Table 1: Young Dads Group Mentoring Events
Month
November 2009
January 2010
February 2010
April 2010
May 2010
June 2010

Event
Go Kart Racing
Beach Day
Paintball
Fishing
Warriors
Camp

Themes/ Discussions
Meet, greet and group building
Re-gather and build group
Group values established
Water safety
Sports injury prevention and stress management, & food safety
S ports, stress, air rifles. reflecting and planning future of group

Both the Go Kart Racing and Beach Day events were opportunities for the Young Dads Group
mentors and mentees to connect, engage and build on - developing the mentor-mentee
relationships. Since April 2010, the group has also incorporated sessions and workshops that focused
on increasing young dad’s knowledge of safety strategies for their children. It was hoped that
young dads would be able to use the knowledge and skills learnt to make healthier lifestyle choices
- managing and maintaining respectful relationships. The longer term goal was to develop a group
of young dads who would feel more confident in
keeping themselves and their children safe. The main
safety areas covered by the Young Dads Group included
water safety; stress management; sports injury
prevention and management; and some general
information about safety in the home.
PROMOTION
Promotion of events was mainly done through email,
text, phone calls and post. Dates, activities and venues
were usually confirmed two weeks before the event in
order to give the mentors and mentees time to make
any necessary arrangements. Closer to the event dates,
reminders would be sent out to young dads.
Young Dads and their families at a
YDG event - Zoo Trip
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VENUES
Venues were selected according to the type of activity. For example, a
fishing trip was planned so that young dads could get hands-on
experience with water safety.
“We wanted to...do...these sessions - learning sessions while
actually out doing the real practical stuff… We were better to
deliver water safety [while]… out fishing [rather] then
sitting. . . and talking about it. We wanted to have the activity
actually focussed on what we were trying to get across… so
there is some kind of emotional connection so that
information… [was] easily retained. It’s putting it all into
practice aye. Using the environment practically.” (YDGMP Mentor)
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The establishment of clear roles and responsibilities for people involved in
each event was described by one mentor as an evolving process. Roles were mainly designated
through the group’s Coordinator in discussion with the Mentors:
“Originally it was all lumped on [the group Coordinator] to sort it all out for our Friday
meetings and debriefs… and then we’d share those responsibilities out. We all kind of got
that emotional attachment to that group and all of us really wanted to work. So it was
like going that extra bit… help each other out. So [lead mentor] started to delegate some
of the roles. And then it was like just trying to maintain that contact.”
Regular meetings were held prior to the proposed event and discussions were had around what each
person’s role and responsibilities would be during an event. More often then not, roles and
responsibilities were determined based on the particular skill set of each mentor:
“… if we’re talking about sports injuries, health or whatever. After we talked about it…
it started to get like clockwork, after a couple [of events]… Its part of the process. Part
of evolving… [we had] a professional sportsman. [He] was brought in for that event
because he’s a sportsman. And we [the mentors] just wanted to... get him to kind of… I
think it was more around hopes and dreams. That, if you... put the mahi in, you can...
get to these kind of places.”
Each person’s role and responsibilities during an event would also be reiterated via a follow up email
(containing a list of tasks with an assigned person per task), phone calls and txt.
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The Young Dads Group were also able to utilise
relevant networks in order to pull in expertise.
As one mentor mentions:
“[We] had two experienced fishermen…
boaties. And then we got them to...talk
about the importance around [water]
safety aspects. And both of them...
teach water safety…”
TIMING OF EVENTS
The young dads group at YDG event
In order to ensure good levels of participation in
events, it was important to find times when people
were available to attend. Determining suitable times for events was initially a process of trial and
error:
“The first issue was the Saturday thing so we changed it to the Sunday cause of
league games and rugby games. And we made it like midday so people can sleep in. We
talked about it and plus we even asked the lads too. Once a month… we’re on a budget
as well. Didn’t want to over do it and didn’t want to leave it too long.”
Currently, the group has a core group of mentors and mentees consisting of the group coordinator
(who also took on a mentoring role), two mentors and 9 mentees. There were good levels of
participation at the initial events, however, during the following months, there was a significant drop
in mentee numbers:
“… as the numbers kind of dwindled we...saw who were all the stayers. It was an open
group and but then it pretty much closed, changed to a closed group so we pretty much…
So on the books we started off with 22 dads. Then it kind of shortened down to 12. And
now we pretty much have 9 core dads.”
One of the main factors that impacted on levels of participation in the programme included
other commitments and priorities. Events and the format and delivery of events were based around
particular activities. As the following Mentors mention:
“[We’d] base it on an activity. And a session, you know. With the outcomes, the ACC
stuff, but we’d try to tailor it so that the guys would be interested. For example, when
we did the water safety we moulded it around fishing, the idea of fishing. We talked
about water safety but the dads were really keen to fish.”
“Yeah. It was well done actually like that. [Lead mentor] always had it set up quite
well. Especially at the camp because that was two days you know. But it fitted in
really well where we’d talk about those core values and those ACC requirements.”
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TRANSPORT TO EVENTS
Various modes of transport was utilised by the project to ensure good attendance at events. Most
dads were able to provide their own transport. If there were issues around dads being able to
attend events, the mentors were usually able to organise pick ups for any mentees who needed a
ride to an event. Mentors were provided with fuel cards. The Young Dads Group also paid for
parking or provided taxis if needed.
“Yeah. We car-pooled them a few
times. We’d pay for the parking and
that [if required]… And then us as
mentors we got a BP card and that…
we organised for the taxi and that…
These guys are quite spread out aye.
So organising around that.”
CONTACT TIME WITH MENTEES
The main contact time mentors had with
mentees was via events and activities specifically
organised by the group coordinator and the
mentors. After discussions between the mentors,
The young dads group at the graduation

it was decided to conduct one on one mentoring
with assigned mentees:

“The idea was to break it up so we didn’t have to wait a whole month… once a week
or every fortnight… it was a trial thing… to meet the boys for coffee. I found it to be
real helpful you know. Because we had kinda laid the foundations in building a rapport
with them [via the organised events/activities] over how ever long it was and then we’d
finally catch up with them outside of that [the organised events/activities] where it was
just focussed on them… just got a lot of good positive discussion… some of their
problems at home… just general discussion like that peer supervision kind of thing. And it
was good to just kinda communicate that stuff…”
However, the majority of engagements with the young dads – and what one mentor considered the
“most effective” - was in a group situation:
“That’s the thing aye. With the young dads groups. It’s more effective in the groups most
definitely. Getting them one on one it’s a lot harder. I think they feel almost safety in
numbers.”
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DEBRIEF SESSIONS
Another vital component of the events was the inclusion of a debrief session where the young dads
and mentors had an opportunity to reflect on learning’s, raise any problems or issues and provide
any feedback on the Young Dads Group.
“And there was also time in there for reflection. Debrief. Just to see what the boys got out
of it, you know. Just tryina kinda… some of that information retention. So we’d kinda do
the ACC you know, the safety as part of the programme and then the debrief at the end.”
The debrief sessions were also an opportunity for the young dads to provide any ideas for future
group events:
“We also structured it in a way so that your debrief was also the key to your next
event. So it came prereq’ed. So you needed to do this in order to come to the next event.
So we sorted out a questionnaire for the Warriors game, and then we rolled along from
that.”
SUFFICIENT INFORMATION
Information provided to young dads was based on a combination of the planned Young Dads Group
safety outcomes (i.e. young dads have increased knowledge of safety strategies for their children)
and discussions amongst mentors and mentees during debrief sessions. Information was shared usually
before or during food.
“We gave the information session before we had the feed and that because we find that
the boys kinda slip away… get unfocused.”
“Sometimes it wasn’t a structured one…we’d have a planned one. Then we’d put in there
general information and discussion and then we were able to tease out information they
wanted to talk about.”

SUCCESS OF THE YOUNG DADS GROUP
In summary, whilst it is too early at this
stage of the project to determine how
successful the programme has been in
achieving any of its short-term outcomes,
there is very good evidence that the
activities and events for the Young Dads
Group have been well accomplished. Vital
to the successful implementation of these
events has been the passion, commitment
Young Dads planning at a YDG event - Camp
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and excellent working relationships between the group coordinator (Brothers In Arms) and the
mentors, with the support of the other collaboration partners (Auckland Women’s Centre and Te
Waipuna Puawai). Much care and diligence has been taken by the group coordinator and mentors to
ensure that the needs of the young dads and children have been catered for and that events
provided have been both enjoyable and useful. Of particular note were the number of innovations
that the collaboration partners and mentors developed including the group mentoring approach
(rather than one-on-one); hands-on learning sessions that made excellent use of the physical
environment (e.g. water safety); learning incentives (e.g. in order for young dads to attend the
Warriors event they had to fill out questionnaires that tested their retention of water

safety

knowledge); and debriefing sessions that gave the young dads opportunities to provide feedback on
the Young Dads Group and share any ideas for future events and directions. At the time of this
evaluation being written, The Young Dads Group had been running for two thirds of its planned
piloted timeframe and will finish in December 2010. Thus, it is recommended that the Young Dads
Group continue the positive work it is currently conducting and commission an outcome evaluation
once the project has had time to run
its course.
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS:
• Clear roles and responsibilities
for each person involved in
each activity were established.
• All events and activities were
held at times when people
were available and tailored to
the needs , interests and
aspirations of young dads.

Young dads at a YDG mini catch up - pool

• Young dads had appropriate transport available so they could attend activities with appropriate
venues for the type of activity. Appropriate food was provided.
• The design of activities provided opportunities for most participants to network, connect and
learn, the content information provided at activities were interesting, accurate and relevant to
young dads.
• Clear communication maintained with stakeholders, collaborators and partners.
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Update on the final months of the Young Dads Group!
The SHORE and Whariki research centre was contracted to
complete a process evaluation only on the Young Dads Group.
This was because they completed their research in August 2010,
and the Young Dads Group had five more months to complete
- due to end in December 2010. Therefore it was impossible for
the evaluators to comment on the outcome of the programme
when it had not been completed! And yet since August, some
great development and completion of the groupwork occurred.
This is a brief breakdown on what happened since August.

Sunday 29th

What? Hot Water Pooling!
Where? Waiwera Hot Pools
Who? Young Dads Only!

Sunday 26th

What? Family Day Out!
Where? Auckland Zoo
Who? Young Dads Families!

Sunday 24th

What? Bowling it up!
Where? Lincoln Rd, West
Who? Young Dads 'n Friends!

Sunday 28th

What? Go Karting!
Where? Silverdale
Who? Young Dads Only!

Saturday 11th

What? Best Beach Day Ever!
Where? KohiMarama Bay
Who? Young Dads Families!

RE-DEVELOPMENT
Keeping true to the evolving nature of the Young Parent Mentoring
Programme, the collaboration partners re-met in July and August
2010 to re-shape the Young Dads Group after the graduation of
the one-on-one mentors. Remembering that the Young Dads Group
was a reaction to the young dads needs, the original plans had not
catered for the pilot programme to continue after July 2010. So
the collaboration partners created a new plan to cater to the needs
of running a support group. An independent navigator role for the
Young Dads Group was created - someone who could support the
mentors, connect with the mentees and relay activities to the
collaboration partners. This became the first paid position in the
whole programme - at 8 hours per week.

The group remained relatively the same, however the organisation of events and activities became
more structured with set plans and reports each month. Learning from the process evaluation and the
nine months before, the navigator and mentors agreed to three different activities that would happen
each month - one major event, mini catch ups, and ongoing text support.
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INCORPORATION OF THREE NEW ELEMENTS
Three new elements were incorporated into the group over the last five months. These additions were
designed to support the groups’ enthusiasm to continue by providing some sustenance and structure.
They were;
•

•

•

Set promotion and contact between mentors, navigator and mentees.
o A monthly newsletter was sent out detailing last months activities and what was
coming up.
o A planning document (plan for the event) and up skilling document (skills and
knowledge for the mentors to up skill on) were emailed before each months event.
Planning and preparation of key information to be delivered at each event monthly.
o The event plans detailed what key information was to be delivered according to each
theme, how and who by. This key information related to key learnings identified by the
young dads themselves - water safety, parenting, relationships, domestic violence to
name a few.
Distribution of resources through information packs provided at each event.
o Information on each theme was collected before each event. The information came
from other organisations, flyers, brochures, and developed by the navigator. Packs were
given to each young dad at every event that they attended.

Table 2: Further Young Dad Group Mentoring Programme Events
Month
July 2010
August 2010
September 2010
October 2010
November 2010
December 2010
January 2011

Event
Waiheke Noho

Themes/ Discussions
A s e l e c t n u m b e r o f me n t e e s j o i n e d w i t h me n t o rs o n a
n o h o m a r ae t o p l a n a n d de v e l o p t h e n e x t 5 m o n t h s o f
Y DG.
Waiwera Pools Wa t e r s af e t y re v i s i t e d a n d p a re n t i n g w i t h a wa re n e s s
Auckland Zoo
Te am wo r k i n re l a t i o n s h i p s a n d d o me s t i c v i o l e n c e
Ten Pin Bowling Pe e r s u pp o r t w i t h e a c h o t h e r a n d f u t u re p l a n n i n g
Go Karting
S af e t y w h e n d r i v i n g , s af e s e x a n d n e x t s t e p s
Xmas in Park
A dde d e v e n t - d u e t o t h e p o s t p o n i n g o f t h e B e a c h d ay
BIA Beach Day A n n u a l c e l e b r a t i o n f o r t h e e n d o f ye a r
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This document includes a ‘Snapshot’
of The Young Parent Mentoring
Programmes’ Pilot. It details the plan
that was developed, the
implementation, delivery, adjustments
and its’ independent evaluation. The
pilot programmes main provision was
to provide opportunities for the
establishment of mentor-mentee
Mentors and their mentees at their graduation
relationships. As can be seen evidenced
when comparing literature with the
programme, The Young Parent Mentoring Programme aligns well with the recommendations of the
literature. There are also a high number of successes in the one-on-one mentoring with eight
mentor-mentee relationships having varying degrees of success. The early successes of The Young
Dads Group also displays great potential to continue on and achieve all of their short term outcomes
just as the one-on-one mentoring has done so.
Therefore the evaluation of the programme recommends that the collaboration partners continue to
work together to further develop mentoring opportunities for teen parents. When doing this however,
take into consideration the following recommendations;
One-on-One Mentoring Recommendations:
• More time is spent on the induction of mentees into

the one-on-one mentoring programme to ensure
they are better informed o f the purpose and
what to expect from a mentoring relationships.
• Expand

the mentor support to encourage
opportunities for them to connect with each other
informally.
• Explore ways to enable greater participation of
Two young dads at a YDG event
- Warriors Game

mentors in supervision sessions as these were valuable
for those attending.
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The Young Dads Group Recommendations:
•

•
•

For The Young Dads Group to continue to take a pragmatic and organic approach to
delivering and deciding learning outcomes (via the debriefing sessions) but also to
look at balancing this with a more structured and planned approach where key
information for young dads and their children (in particular safety information) is
decided, clearly stated and documented.
Relevant resources (e.g. brochures and handouts) that help reiterate key information and
enhance key learning outcomes are provided to the group.
That The Young Dads Group commission an outcome evaluation.

As of the beginning of 2011, the collaboration partners re-met to discuss the future from here on
for the programme and their own organisations;
The Collaboration of BIA, TWP and Thrive (formerly AWC).
The collaboration has committed to continuing The Young Parents Mentoring Programme. The
collaboration has maintained its’ strong relationship through out the duration of the programme through people going on a variety of leaves during the time that they have been working together
and with different levels of commitment they were able to provide to the programme. Because this
programme is in addition to each of the organisations’ workload, the organisations at times find it
important to revert their attention back to core business.
At the time of writing this however, the collaboration is willing to continue on and deliver as much
of the programme as possible. They are going to start with The Young Dads Group - because this
can be situated outside of the collaboration with a ‘navigator‘ of the group and supported by their
core business. From there, it is hoped that pathways will open for the individual mentoring programme
to blossom.

Mentor kids at a mentoring event
- Waiheke Marae
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The Future of Brothers In Arms
As part of the Brothers In Arms Charitable Trust we
would like to thank all of the collaborators on The
Young Parents Mentoring Programme Pilot project. It
has been a joy and honour to work alongside such
dedicated and passionate group.
I have learnt so much over the past year and a half
of being involved. Brothers In Arms is heading into a
new season with fresh new management and a
restructure of policies and procedures. This will help
Brothers In Arms Collaboration Partners
strengthen the future work of BIA as a young
mentoring programme for at risk youth. I have learnt so much about the importance of relationship
with the people you work with (Collaboration) and for (young parents and dads.) We will be
focusing on south Auckland and building our presence in these areas. We also want to focus on our
core beneficiaries' - our volunteer Mentors and Mentees.
Brothers In Arms will commit to training mentors in the future for this project. I personally will
offer any other personal spare time to help support the establishment of a sustainable teen parents/
young dads programme.
The Future of Te Waipuna Puawai
Firstly I would like to say on behalf
of Te Waipuna Puawai that we have
loved being part of such a great and
real collaboration! It has been a
fantastic journey with heaps of key
learnings along the way relating to
how we can best support the young
parents we are working with.
Te Waipuna Puawai is focusing this
year on consolidating our core
programme the Young Mothers ’

Te Waipuna Puawai Collaboration Partners
with a young mum

Support Programme. We have been able
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to employ a new Programme Coordinator to come on board at the start of this year in order to
cater for the increase of young mothers needing support in the Glen Innes and Panmure area. This
means that we will be able to run an additional support group per term.
Te Waipuna Puawai will be continuing to support the Young Dads Group by connecting with the dads
we meet through the young mums we have already connected to and by promoting the young dads
group to our other service providers and networks in the community. We see that this sits hand in
hand with the mahi we are already doing as we know that where there are young mums there are
going to be young dads needing support. We are excited about the future of the Young Dads Support
Programme and eager to support the next part of the journey.

The Future of Thrive
During the time of the collaboration
on the mentoring pilots , the
Auckland Women’s Centre’s Teen
Parent Project was also completing
an 18 month collaboration
community research project,
'Developing Support for Teen
Parents', the results and process of
which have lead the project to
become an agency in its own right,
now called Thrive Teen Parent
Support Trust.

Thrive Collaboration Partner with a mentor

Through the young parents’ mentoring and young dads group, we have learned a great deal about
how to maximise collaboration to reach the expected, and even unexpected, outcomes. This experience
has strengthened Thrive’s recently forged national partnership with Plunket, which has been embarked
upon in order to strengthen parenting support services and develop innovative ways of working
together to better meet the needs of teen parent families.
The transition of Thrive from project to agency has a great deal of support from teen parents, the
community and our funders, and we are excited about what the future may hold for Thrive and for
the teen parents that we work with.
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“Mentoring is used to describe various programmes and relationships, whether formal or
informal, which aim to build the skills or well-being of a young person through the input
and/or assistance of another person who has more skills, experience and knowledge” (Blaber
& Glazebrook, 2006, p.10).

What is Mentoring?

Mentoring has been defined in a variety of ways depending on the context in which the mentormentee relationship occurs. Mentoring may occur either as natural mentoring, when a sustained
relationship develops naturally between a teacher, neighbour, or other adult or young person
(DuBois & Silverthorn, 2005), or as planned mentoring, when a relationship is purposefully created
to help a young person who would otherwise not be able to access the support they need of a
caring adult (Bogat, Liang, & Rigol-Dahn, 2008). Overall, the mentoring literature suggests that
planned mentoring matches tend to be briefer and may provide a greater challenge for both mentees
and mentors when compared with natural mentoring relationships. Some of the difficulties
identified regarding planned matches usually relate to the initial getting to know each other phase
where mentees often report feeling anxious and awkward about their first meeting with the
mentors (Zippay, 1995).
Natural Matches

Ways of Matching Mentors
Field Based Matches

Site Based Matches

Example: Family members

Example: Mentoring agency

Example: School seniors

naturally bond and

recruit and connect

link with juniors in

support
Naturally occurring

system
Agency co-ordinates the

Site co-ordinates the

match

match within site

Sporadic meeting times

Agreed # of meeting times

Specific times for

determined by match

as set by agency

interaction at site

Freedom to explore

Freedom to explore various

Set guidelines for when,

various ways to interact

ways to interact

why and how to interact

Naturally connecting over

Varying mentors/ mentees

Specific people for roles

interests

matched according to

of mentor/ mentee

Watch out in this section for this
star! It means that The Young
Parent Mentoring Programme
aligned with it in this pilot
programme!

interests

We did this!
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Mentoring can operate as a one-on-one mentor–mentee relationship as well as in group
situations (Karcher, Kuperminc, Portwood, Sipe, & Taylor, 2006). It can be field-based which
involves an organisation/ agency coordinating and supporting mentor-mentee matches ( with the
relationship then occurring at agreed convenient times and places). This type of mentoring allows
mentors and mentees freedom to discover shared interests and explore opportunities such as work,
leisure and recreation (Karcher, et al., 2006). Site-based mentoring takes place in specific settings such
as schools, workplaces, community agencies, and churches. The Big Brothers / Big Sisters programme
is one example of a school-based model in which adult mentors or senior students work as ‘Bigs’
with younger students (http://www.bigbrothersbigsisters.org.nz/)

Effectiveness of Mentoring Programmes

Evaluations of mentoring programmes
have shown that a young person’s
one-to-one relationship with a
supportive adult can lead to a
number of positive outcomes which
include: a stronger sense of selfworth, improved relationships with
family and decreased drug and
alcohol use (Keller, 2005a; Rhodes,
2005; Sarason & Sarason, 2001;

Tierney, Grossman, & Resch, 1995).
The mentoring relationship can
help young people who may have
e xp e r i e n c e d
u n s a t i sf a ct o r y
relationships with their parents to experience a positive relationship with an adult (Olds, Kitzman,
Cole, & Robinson, 1997). Mentors promote positive outcomes when they serve as role models; provide
emotional support and feedback; and become a steady, reliable, constructive presence in the lives
of young people (Chen, Greenberger, Farruggia, Bush, & Dong, 2003; DuBois, Holloway, Valentine, &
Cooper, 2002; Rhodes, 2005; Rhodes, Spencer, Keller, Liang, & Noam, 2006).
Mentoring relationships appear to be ideal sources of support, however the realities of the relationship
are quite different. About one quarter of formal/matched mentoring relationships do not progress
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3

HOW TO ACHIEVE POSITIVE
OUTCOMES IN MENTORING
!

Ongoing Training

!

Structured Activities

!

Expectations for frequency

! !

of contact

!

Mechanisms for support

!

Involvement of families

!

Monitoring of implementation

beyond the initiation phase (Bogat, et al., 2008). Therefore,
it is important to attempt to prevent feelings of being
anxious and awkward in this first phase that mentees have
reported feeling (Zippay, 1995). According to the literature,
little is known about aspects of the mentor-mentee
relationships that may influence whether or not a match
continues (Bogat, et al., 2008). However, a meta-analysis of
59 research reports on mentoring conducted by DuBois and
colleagues does provide support for the effectiveness of
mentoring (2002). Factors deemed especially important for
achieving desired outcomes include; ongoing training for

mentors, structured activities for mentors and youth as well as expectations for frequency of contact,
mechanisms for support, involvement of families and monitoring of overall implementation (p.187-188).
Review findings (DuBois, et al., 2002) offer support for the continued implementation and dissemination
of mentoring programmes for youth.
The strongest empirical basis for utilising mentoring as a preventive
intervention is with youth whose backgrounds include significant
conditions of environmental risk and disadvantage.

Effective Mentoring Programme Practices

Mentoring good practice principles should include at a
minimum: the needs, interests and empowerment of
young people being at the centre of thinking in the
planning , development , implementation and
evaluation of the programme; the input of key
stakeholders, especially young people, in the design
of the programme; establishing, developing and
nurturing a relationships between the mentor and
mentee where the mentor is an equal rather than a
teacher; approaches that are holistic in nature,
recognising that there are many layers,

3 The initiation phase relates to the first one to three months of the mentor-mentee relationship.
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Phase
THree

Increase Young Parents' Social
Connection and self confidence by
encouraging them to become involved
in their local community Thus creating
Healthy and well connected
young parents

Better
Connected
young
Parents by
reducing
social
isolations

Evaluate
and Reflect

Long
Term
Outcomes

Increased
Better
Mentee
Support
Better
confidence
for young
Parenting
and self
parents
Skills and
esteem by
including
confidence
providing
future
emotional
goals
Increase
Young Parents'
support

Aim

relationships and influences in a young person’s life, mentoring being just one; effective collaboration Phase

Social
Connection and self confidence by
encouraging them to become involved
Two
in their local community Thus creating
Mentoring
Healthy and well connected
In Action
young parents
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There is general consensus in the literature that some training is critical for
mentors and mentees to develop a shared understanding of their respective roles.
It also helps mentors develop realistic expectations of what they can
accomplish. Training can include having an effective mentor share their
experiences (Blaber & Glazebrook, 2006).
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ONGOING SUPPORT AND SUPERVISION
Programmes in which professional staff provide regular support to mentors are
more likely to have matches that meet regularly and as a result experience more
satisfaction with their relationships. Mentors can experience frustration, especially
early in the relationship and support means that they receive encouragement
to continue with and develop the relationship rather than it ending prematurely
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safety for the mentees and protects the reputation of the mentoring programme.
Screening can be done through interviewing, reviewing personal reference and police
checks. Interviewing helps to determine a volunteers commitments and how they will
fit their mentoring responsibilities into their daily lives (Blaber & Glazebrook, 2006).
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facilitating group activities and allowing participants to match themselves
and creating matches in which mentees and mentors share as many characteristics as
possible (Blaber & Glazebrook, 2006; Sipe, 1996).
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“Research has consistently shown that the mentor’s way of relating to the mentee is
more important to the success of the relationship than the way in which the pair is
matched”. (Blaber & Glazebrook, 2006; Sipe, 1996).

Effective Mentors

Effective mentoring relationships rest on the development of trust between two strangers (Network
Training and Research Group, 1996; Sipe, 1996). Effective mentors: make a commitment to being
consistent, reliable, persistent and maintain a constant place in a young person’s life (Network
Training and Research Group, 1996; Sipe, 1996); recognise the relationship can ( especially to begin
with) be one-sided and therefore initiate contact with the mentee rather than waiting for the
mentee to contact them (Morrow & Styles, 1995; Styles & Morrow, 1992); are open, flexible, listen
to the mentee and respect the mentees points of view (Network Training and Research Group, 1996;
Sipe, 1996); involve the mentee in decision making about how they will spend their time together;
become acquainted with the mentee’s family; and seek and use the help and advice from the
programme staff (Sipe, 1996).
Effective Mentors will..
Make a commitment to being consistent, reliable and persistent.
Maintain a constant place in a young persons life.
Recognise the relationship can be one-sided - so will initiate contacts.
Are open, flexible and respectful to the mentees points of view.
Involves the mentee in decision making about their relationship.
Connects and becomes acquainted with the mentee’s family.
Seek help and advice from the programme staff - and use it.

WHAT OUR SUCCESSFUL MENTORS DID...
Our mentors showed several traits through the programme that helped with their positive
relationships with mentees: Persistence of mentor // Positive early connection // Being able to just ‘BE’
with their mentee // Having personal experiences to offer // meeting at appropriate times for both of
them // Being similar in age, behaviour or taste // Being non-judgmental // Sharing personal stories //
Being proactive and enthusiastic // Connecting with families // Valuing the mentoring programme //
Persevering through out the programme.
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Group Mentoring

Group mentoring is an alternative to the traditional mentoring relationships of one-on-one
relationships. As in traditional one-on-one mentoring, group mentoring can be conducted naturally,
field based or site based. One mentoring programme states;
“Group mentoring is a powerful youth development tool that differs from traditional oneto-one mentoring in that it matches up to four youth with one adult who work together to
pursue common interests and reach common goals” (Newton Community Service Centre, 2011).
In the Young Parent Mentoring Programme, group mentoring is used to define the gathering of nine to
eleven young dads with older adults who have committed to support the young people in their role as
fathers. However some research limits group mentoring to the ratio of four youth to one mentor
(Farruggia, Bullen, Dunphy, Solomon, & Collins, 2010; Newton Community Service Centre, 2011). The
research defines more than four youth with more than one mentor as ‘team mentoring’, however for
the sake of this evaluation, the term ‘group mentoring’ has been retained to match the programmes
classification (Farruggia, Bullen, Dunphy, Solomon, & Collins, 2010). Nevertheless, what ever name it is
called, there is a general consensus that the mentors fulfil the role of a trusted counsellor or guide
for the young people, creating productive relationships to further develop the social skills and
relationships of the young people (Farruggia, Bullen, Dunphy, Solomon, & Collins, 2010; Herrera, Vang,
Gale, 2002; Newton Community Service Centre, 2011).
BENEFITS OF

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF GROUP MENTORING

GROUP MENTORING

Some of the benefits identified in the literature are;
reaching individuals who may not partake in one-onone mentoring, peer recruitment between young
people, improvement in social skills and positive
development in relationships (Herrera, Vang, & Gale,
2002).

Connecting to people who
!

wouldn’t normally connect
Peer recruitment and ease into

!

intervention
Improved social skills
Positive development in

• Many youth want to have interactions with
their peers, and therefore, an option of group
mentoring provides opportunities for that desire
- thus encouraging more young people to
participate .

!

relationships
Interaction with peers
More potential to connect and

!

be influenced (more people to

!

connect with)
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“some [youth] may be uncomfortable meeting one on one with an adult. Group mentoring
may offer these youth a familiar, comfortable setting in which they can interact with peers,
while at the same time receiving guidance and support from an adult” (Herrera, Vang, &
Gale, 2002, p. ii).
• Peer recruitment can bring a familiarity and encourage youth to be comfortable within the group
setting (Herrera, Vang, & Gale, 2002, p. 10).
• Improvement of social skills continued to be reiterated through out the literature, guidance by
positive older role models in appropriate behaviour around interactions with others appeared to
be a key result of group mentoring and with improved social skills, came stronger relationships
with peers and other family members (Herrera, Vang, & Gale, 2002; Newton Community Service
Centre, 2011).
Of importance, it was also noted that if the relationship between the mentor and young person was
strong, then the positive outcomes of the mentoring programme for that young person were strong as
well (Herrera, Vang, & Gale, 2002). There is also more potential in group mentoring than what can be
ascertained from the mentor-young person relationship. Each group is made up of several individuals and
each interaction between these individuals impacts on their development. The influence young people have
on each other, for example can create numerous positive outcomes. Therefore, as Herrera, Vang and
Gale state “determining the value of group mentoring by focusing only on the mentor-youth relationship
may underestimate the potential of this [group mentoring] approach” (2002, p. v-vi).
“Just as providing a consistent and stable presence for youth is important for one-on-one
relationships, it is also a key ingredient in successful group mentoring. For groups to be
effective, youth must feel that mentors are invested and engaged in the group and in them”
(Herrera, Vang, & Gale, 2002, p. 27).
CHALLENGES OF
GROUP MENTORING

CHALLENGES TO GROUP MENTORING
Some of the challenges noted in the literature that is of

Maintaining youths’ interest

relevance to The Young Parent Mentoring Programme are;

Need for a larger budget

keeping youth interested and engaged, budgeting group
activities and transport for a larger number of people over a
large geographical area (Herrera, Vang, & Gale, 2002).

Transport accessibility
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CREATING STRONG SUCCESSFUL GROUP MENTORING
Herrera, Vang and Gale identified key elements in group mentors that produced strong mentoring
relationships and thus positive outcomes for the young people. These key elements were very similar to
the one-on-one mentors key elements;
• Met with their mentees regularly;
• Were sensitive to youth’s preferences for activities and discussion topics;
• Had fun with youth and got to know them personally, rather than focusing exclusively on the
program’s designated activities; and
• Were open to one-on-one conversations with youth when needed.”
(2002, p. 32).

Young dad planning with a collaboration
partner at a planning hui
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Summing it all up..

Summing it all up..

It was with much contribution that this pilot programme was able to be created, planned, delivered and
completed over two years. Contribution was given in passion and working hours by the core organisations,
in finances by the funders, and in particular in time and relationships by the mentors.

Passion drives this combination of dedicated people,
a willingness to support each other and always being willing to
learn were key to the true success of the pilot programme.

It is this passion again, that will drive the programme into its next phase. The beauty of this
programme, is the ongoing adaptation that the collaboration partners are so willing to adopt as they
grow and develop their programme into successful support for young parents.
The collaboration partners wish to extend their gratitude to the funders of the pilot programme - Sky
City Auckland Community Trust, Youthtown, Accident Compensation Corporation, Auckland City Council and
SKIP Local Initiative Fund. Without your financial contribution through out the programme for varying
aspects, the programme would have proven to be that much more difficult, less effective or may not
have even eventuated.
And last, but never least, a great big “Tino rawa atu koutou katoa” - “Thank you all so much” goes
out to all the amazing mentors and mentees of the programme. You are the passion, the drive, the
motivation, for all we have accomplished and hope to achieve.

The evaluation of this programme was completed
independently by the researchers Pauline Dickinson and Hector
Kaiwai of SHORE (Social and Health Outcomes Research and
Evaluation) and WHARIKI Research Group. It was then taken
(with permission) and expanded into this guide - with key
messages, own examples, checklists and correlations linked
between literature and programme by one of the
collaboration partners past workers - Tara Joe Moala.
Young Parents at a YDG event
- Zoo Trip
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